
ARNINIEL #5? DOMzine # 12. Dan Goodman’s APA F zine, Written this issue 
a?? as a means of relaxing from term papers and such. Alklons, mes braves4

BREWER’S BURDIE(Dave Van Amam); I’m thinking of instituting a "least deserving 
underdog of the year" award; to be called, naturally, the "Oom Paul"./cam you 
define "liberal" for me, please?

DIRTY CAP(Steve Stiles): Offhand, I'd say anyone who wants to discuss the 
relationship of objectivism to other political philosophies should have read 
Max weber’s THE PROTESTANT ETHIC; Kropotkin's article in the BRITTANICA(the 
Fourteenth Edition, of course); something on social Darwinism ; and George 
Orwell's essay on Dickens.

DEGLERJ #29(Andy porter); Recommended reading; Dan Wakefield, ISLAND IN THE 
CITY.

HYDRA #28 (MCinerney) j pot all NY clubs are represented in APA FJ CGNY DAY 
Session and Columbia are missing.

CZQ ^Sl(rich brown); "in functional terms, money is anythithing that is widely 
used in the following ways...as a ////^///medium of exchange...as a standard 
of value ...As a meands of payment...as a store of value.(SOCIOLOGY! Harry 
pi. Johnson, pew york 1960/.)

FANOCLAST WEAKLING(Katz); why not a guide to py fandom?
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pet me here state my major objection to AAFn Rand—I think shets a lousy 
writer, on the basis of the two books by her that I've read.(why did I read the 
second one? Because i'll read anything, if pm desperate enough, pm hooked on 
reading.) shall we begin a discussion of some other political philosophy—for 
instance, Taoist anarchism—and leave Randism alone? nobody is going to be con
verted or unconverted(correction—deconverted) by this argument.

As you see by this mailing, live begun a zine for a nonexistent CCNY apa 
Which points up a difference between my thinking and Bruce pelzis. when he de
cides that another p-type apa would be a Good Thing, he organizes one which 
somehow or other ends up under his wife's control. When i get a similar idea, 
I act as tho the new apa were already in existence, pt doesn't indicate that 
I'm less able to face reality; pm the sort of person who thinks of his pay 
after deductions as his income, raihher than accepting the gross figure as the 
real one. or two people who have no idea who Bruce jelz is will be reading 
this, which matters not. The point is just as valid.)

At any rate, pred corner has gotten the idea of a C(TY/c°lumbia apa, to be 
called apa c. Offhand, i don't expect it to succeed at this time. There just 
aren't enough fanzine fans in the two clubs together. However, if .it does ma
terialize SLUG-HORN will go into it. if not, I'll continue publishing on the 
present basis, and try to stii a few people into publishing.

And here i shall begin to free-associate. Black is white is mightier than 
the swordfish which lives in the stone. Reedies are forever, roses for a day. 
Sex is as sex does. Give me three ^rains of cornstarch, for pm full up with rye 
and molasses, pclasses and the seven cows.

There shall be no moaning at the darkness, when johnny come sheering home, 
por a thorn is a pig is Alice in the Dead Sea and many happy returns of the day.

Nb more starship troopers over me 
no more starship troopers over me. 
And before i'll be a slave, nil be buried in my grave, 
and go home to the flames and be free.

NO more fat, greedy traders over me, 
wo more fat, greedy traders over me. 
And j»U be a slave,etc.

N° more poundatioas over me.
NO more jensmen over me.


